The **Technology Research Project Corporate (TRPC)** is a boutique consulting firm which focuses on the economics of telecommunications and information technology, particularly the policy and regulatory issues associated with national information infrastructure development, with an emphasis on the Asia-Pacific region.
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Activities & Publications

2010-2012
- A Study of Broadband Strategies in Select Asian Cities
- Mobile Banking for the Unbanked in Indonesia
- The Asian Submarine Cables: Supply & Demand
- The Business Dynamics of Social Network Sites (SNS)

2008/09
- Telecom Development in Asia: Policy, Planning & Development (HKU Press, 2008)
- The State of the Telecommunications Industry in Asia Pacific
- Card Payment Systems in the Asia Pacific
- Addressing the Digital Divide: Case Studies & Lessons (EU and China)
- Digital Media: Following the Money
- Mergers and Acquisitions in Asia’s Telecom Markets
- The Electronics and Components Supply Chain in China

2007/08
- Mobile Payments in Asia Pacific
- The Video Games Market: Moving Online
- Addressing the Digital Divide: Case Studies & Lessons (EU and China)
- The Electronics and Components Supply Chain in China (EUCTP)
Partners, Places and Projects

strategic business advisory, consulting, and guidance for regional business expansion

Key Projects

- 2008: The Video Games Market in China: Moving Online for KPMG
- 2009: Mobile Payments in Asia-Pacific for KPMG
- 2009: Card Payments in Asia-Pacific: State of the Nation for KPMG
- 2009: Transformational Mobile Banking Services in Mongolia for ADB (Asian Development Bank)
- 2010: Mobile Banking in Indonesia: strategic business advisory, consulting, and guidance for regional business expansion
- 2010: Mobile Banking in Indonesia: Assessing the Market Potential for Mobile Technology to Extend Banking to the Unbanked and Underbanked for AusAid and IFC (International Finance Corporation)
- 2012: SMEs in the Asia-Pacific and the Cloud Computing Adoption for ACCA (Asia Cloud Computing Association)
The IIC Asia Forum

• TRPC hosts the Asia Chapter of the Institute of International Communications (IIC)

• We host quarterly forums on relevant and timely issues revolving around technology and telecommunications

• Sample of previous topics: *Singapore as a Data Hub; The ASEAN ICT Masterplan*
The Digital Dividend

- The **Digital Dividend** is an issue for all policymakers in ASEAN to take note of
- Regional collaborations for this topic
  - IDA, MDA, ATIS, EuroCham, SiTF, and Microsoft (venue sponsor) in Singapore
  - Mastel in Jakarta, Indonesia: first collaboration
  - Kuala Lumpur (TBC)
- We welcome collaborators for future topics